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Maloney's Pub & Grill 

"Burgers & Beers"

Opened in 2011, Maloney’s Pub & Grill is one of the best places in town to

down draft beer and dig into fabulous burgers. Tipple on from any 12

beers on tap or from their extensive bottled beer list during happy hours

or otherwise. Nosh on their famous burgers, sandwiches and their daily

specials. Drop in for your late night hunger pangs or unwind over a few

drinks, you will feel comfortable at this amiable watering hole.

 +82 2 3785 1675  maloneyspub@gmail.com  225-67 Itaewon 2-dong, Seoul
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Golmok, Vinyl&Pub 

"Music All The Way"

One of the best vinyl bars in town, Golmok, Vinyl&Pub is also among the

first of its kind in the nation when it opened its doors in 2013. Tucked

away near a CU convenient store, it is set on the second floor of a building

in an alley. Cramped with more than 12000 vinyl records, their DJs play a

variety of music that will make you want to groove. Tipple on drinks and

enjoy the tunes. They also host live gigs at times.

 +82 2 790 5979  golmokvinylnpub@gmail.com  222 Noksapyeong-daero, 2nd Floor,

Itaewon-dong, Seoul
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Three Alley Pub 

"Beer, Beer and More Beer!"

This pub is a paradise for beer lovers in Seoul. It has one of the largest

varieties of draft beer in the country. You can down as many pints as you

like. Guinness, Heineken, Red Rock, Beck's Dark, Hoegaarden, Miller and

OB larger are the most favored drinks at the bar. The place has two large

television screens, pool tables, dartboards and a private function room.

Chef Gunther Kamp serves European Pub style food as well.

 +82 2 749 3336  alryan@3alleypub.com  116-15 Itaewon-dong, Behind Hamilton

Hotel, Seoul
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The Bulldog Pub 

"Bustling Bar"

A peppy place to be if you are in the mood to mingle, dance and have

some fun. The Bulldog Pub is an ode to British pubs and is a good place to

unwind. Play a game of pool, nosh on tasty bites or tipple on tap beer and

cocktails. Sway to the beats of Latin tunes till way into the morning. This

late night watering hole has a mix of foreigners and locals.

 +82 1022795320  sjkang70@hotmail.com  116 Bogwang-ro, 2nd Floor, Seoul
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